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A Note on the Lipschitz Classes of Periodic

Stochastic Processes of the Second Order

Jong Mi Choo

Abstract. In this paper, T. Kawata’s result[2] is generalized, by 
means of Beurling’s norm, in the case of periodic stochastic processes 
of the second orde> which belong to Lipschitz class.

1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, P) is the underlying probability 

space and X(tq), Z € R, is a complex valued stochastic process 

of the second order, wher ⑵ is an element of Q, that is

E|X(i,iu)|2 = ||X(',u;)||2 < oo, for every t.

Suppose that is measurable on R x Q and also suppose that

I ||A\f,a;)||2 df < oo, for every finite a < b. 

J a

We say is periodic with period 2tf, if

||X(t + 27「,u>) — X(i,u;)|| = 0 for every t.

The class of 27「-periodic processes of the second order will be denoted 

by I&.
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Let(j)(K) be a positive nondecreasing function of /i G (0,1]. Write 

a{x(w)= 方(—iy— (J) w+아우), 

v=0 파

where j is a positive integer. The class of X(t,cu) with the property

sup [ [||A]W，u;)||/＜》(A)]2 허 ＜ oo 

九＞0 J —7T

is denoted by A；(＜》) and is called the Lipschitz class A；(＜》).

For a stochastic process X(Jw) of Zg which belong to A；(＜》), we 

conside the Fourier series

oo

X(t,나)〜 匕 CnHe",
n=—oo

where

1 /"
CG) = 〒 X(t@)e-*dt.

으가' J—TT

T. Kawata[2] showed that for every positive integer N,

1 f‘冗 리(*) inf — / |pf(f,cg)— 乞 an(에 ||2 서

Z7F 스* n=—N

is attained by an(u＞) = Cn(uO, a.s., where Cn(⑵) is the Fourier coeffi

cient of X(tq) as before and the inf is taken over all random variables 

an(u;) € L2(fi). Writing the quantity (*) by E^\ we have

깨7 = | E iKOii2]2
L|n| 싀V 」

and we call it as the best approximation by trigonometric polynomials 

in jg.

T. Kawata[2] proved the following theorem.
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Theorem. If 리 rr*E이 < oo then
n=l

oo

리 |Cn（⑵）| < OO, a.S.

n=—oo

The purpose of this paper is to extend the above result using the 

method of M. Kinukawa[4] and R. G. Mamedov and G. I. 0samanov[5].

For the convenience of the subsequent study we shall mention the 

definition of Beurling’s norm.

Let 0 < p < a < oo.

W = 셔 （⑵n） : C沙n > 0, LOn = U?_n, l이끼 j,, ||u세 1 = ） 스 ⑴n < C〉O z, 

k n=—oo 흐

{
 OO \ -
£ NG）1하0,

i _i
시I시Ip = inf [||u；n|P sup（|이u;np）]

（이 n） n

and we have

匕1이P = J2（k시⑵nP）어n 玄 Ik시 11 sup（|시⑵nP） •

n=—oo '

all시|p = a d||cn||p,w]«
（Wn）GVT

a'p = {（仁n） :a ||으시|p 三（X>}«

a|| • ||p is called the Beurling’s norm. By Holder’s inequality, we see that 

||cn||p <a ||cn||p. In particular, ||cn||p =p ||cn||p. The above inequality 

holds for the case 0 < p < oo = cz. Because, we read
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2. Theorem
We shall use the following notations:

1 2 ||A{X(M0||2 해 2 dh

£ ||CW시I2)

n=l \ 시之 n+l

◎,jpo = (52 *"k=oii2)
n=l \시幼

oo / oo \ |

2b;(x)= £“(£||cw)||2)
m=0 乂人=2m

2cw)= £ 2-w+i)('支 fc 끼 |Ck(W)||2) 2.

m=0 '乂 k=l

= f h누

Jo

oo

‘7T

—7r

THEOREM. The following two relations are equivalent:

OO
으2 72- 녜기 < OO 

n=l

For the proof of Theorem, we now give two lemmas. (2f is a constant 

which may be different in each occurence.)

LEMMA 1. The conditions 2-Bi(X) < oo and 2(7i,jPQ < oo are, 

respectively, equivalent to the relations 么乃히互) < oo and 2C；,j(X) < 

oo.
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LEMMA 2. The following two relations are equivalent:

2B*(X) < oo and 2C^(X) < oo.

PROOF. Suppose that 2月；‘(入) < oo. Then

2金") = f>-w+i) (急 2J||C4)||2)2 

m=0 乂k=l '

(幻끼 |C")||2)P

m=0 I v=0 <k=2하 )J

00 m 厂 2어"1 k 1
2-*W££ IKW시I2)

m=0 v=0 \b=2v '

_°o_ /으히十1 \ 으
=」£ =(£ ||CW)||2) £2-w+1) 

v=0 乂 k=2 히 ' m=v

00 /2V+1 x I
☆<»-*(£ ||cw)||2) 

v=0 乂人=2V 어
"f>-*(g||cw)||2)2 

v=0 乂 k=2v '

= K2B；(X).

Let us prove the converse:

00 / \ I
@(入) = £2-끌(£||(入(0시|2)

m=0 乂 k=2m '

oo ✓ oo 2 어"1 \ 1

= E"(EE@(#2)
m=0 ^v=m 人=2V '

oo OO Z2너니 X |
<£ 2-끌 £ 2" ( £ fc끼I아u시I2) 

m=0 v=m \t=2v

= /普 \ ★ 다으、
= E2-gg>2’||cw)||2) £ 

v=0 乂 k=2v ' m=0

i V
< _ m
幻 石

m=0
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OO Z2V+1 \ |

v=0 乂 k=l

= 1〈2伏").

Now we will prove our main theorem.

PROOF OF Theorem. The Fourier coefficient of A{:r(f,cu) is

⑤규] 시 M

X(t + kh,u>)e—int dt

= pwk(소규 [x(t, … tw

= Cn(uO(l — einhy.

By the Parseval equation, we have

-j /»7T 00
% / |A{W,c<df= £ ICnMIle* —1|幻.

27F J- n=

Taking expectations of both sides, we have

E £ |Cn(uO||e" —1|幻
느 j lb스시I2"

And

£ |Cn(oO||e* —1|幻 = £ ||Cn(u<|e* —1|2>

i-n=~oo n=—oo

= 2% g ||CW||2[sin(g)]

n=—oo

E
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Now

1

A") = f zH | f ||aWWHI세2 dh
Jo LJ-7T

||(入(少)112 어11“—

2J\| 

dh
+ 또 jQ h三 ||CW빠in 희

oo Z n

으Kgy3广 (으>2』'ii(m<
n=l '느 \ 시=1
00 /• — \ $

+KEy/： 내해 iic@)ii2)
n=l 匕누T )

유 fyiicwi2)2
n=l \시=1 )
OO

+ 互乞 ni 

n=l
"Mil2)'

= K2C'1,jGV) + A'2B1(X).

By Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and Theorem 3[4], the proof is complete.
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